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Asia watchers have been exploring what lessons Taiwan might take from Russia’s invasion of Ukraine to bolster Taipei’s ability to deter or defend against a Chinese attack. They have focused on global political engagement and military preparedness. But what are the economic steps Taipei might take to increase its global posture and encourage the world’s developed democracies to come to Taiwan’s defense? This Research Short will explore the economic tools Taipei might use to strengthen its global standing and their implications for the United States.
Looking Beyond Political and Military Lessons

Taiwan joined the United States and other democracies in imposing robust economic sanctions on Moscow after Russia invaded Ukraine in 2022. Although largely symbolic (Russia and Taiwan account for just 0.75 percent of each other’s trade\(^1,2\)), Taipei’s sanctions covered 58 high-tech commodities, some of which—like Russian-designed Elbrus chips made by the Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company (TSMC)—support the Russian military and security services.\(^3\) Taiwan also has donated more than $33 million in humanitarian relief to Ukraine and those neighbors absorbing Ukrainian refugees.\(^4\) These actions have signaled Taiwan’s commitment to a global community dedicated to democratic principles—a community that Taipei hopes would defend Taiwan and impose comparable sanctions on China if Beijing were to use military force against the island. Indeed, Taiwan Foreign Minister Joseph Wu explicitly linked these two messages in May when he expanded Russian sanctions to include Belarus.\(^5\)

Yet Taipei may doubt the effectiveness of this messaging, as it studies how lessons from the Russia-Ukraine war would apply to a China-Taiwan conflict. The first is that countries willing to sanction Moscow may balk at comparable measures on Beijing, because China’s greater global commercial and financial clout\(^6\) would up the pain for both sanctioning countries and the global economy.\(^7,8\) European leaders have shied away from certain measures against Russia so as not to harm their own economies.\(^9,10\) Opinion polls, as of spring 2022, reveal that majorities in only 11 of the 53 countries support cutting economic ties to China if it were to invade Taiwan.\(^11\) (see Appendix 1.) Taiwanese, themselves, note global fears about the impact of countermeasures China could impose, like using its monopoly position to withhold access to essential rare-earth metals. Taiwanese editorials are calling for Taipei to focus on political and military measures to deter forced unification.\(^12\) Taiwan’s political status also could impede potential sanctions: while nations and intergovernmental organizations, such as the UN, almost universally recognize Ukraine as an independent state, only 14 countries grant Taiwan that status.\(^13\)

Another lesson Taiwan has drawn from the Russia-Ukraine war is the need to develop the same spirit of resistance that Ukrainians have shown, which has drawn international support to Kyiv’s defense. The Taiwan public’s confidence that the United States would defend Taiwan against a nuclear-armed aggressor dipped after the Russia-Ukraine war began and has only slowly rebounded in recent months. Surveys by National Chengchi University in Taiwan show 40 percent of respondents in March 2022 anticipated the United States would take military action, down from 57 percent in September 2021. However, the surveys also suggest the Taiwanese public’s willingness to fight correlates directly to its confidence in Taiwan’s own defensive capabilities, not to U.S. intervention (see Appendix 2). This spirit is prompting Taiwan to invest more in anti-access/area-denial
weapon systems, rethink conscription, accelerate robust reservist training, and expand civil defense preparedness.\textsuperscript{14, 15}

In keeping with these lessons learned, many Asia watchers exploring how Taiwan can best deter or withstand a Chinese attack have focused on political engagement and military preparedness. They advise Taipei to increase its humanitarian assistance abroad to raise its global profile in the absence of UN representation or widespread diplomatic recognition and to strengthen asymmetric warfare strategy development and training.\textsuperscript{16} But could adding \textit{economic} steps to this political-military mix inject “force multipliers” into its efforts to persuade other countries, particularly the world’s democracies, to come to Taiwan’s defense? This \textit{Research Short} will explore several economic tools Taiwan could pursue to raise its global standing and garner international support if China were to try to wrest control over the island.

\textbf{Using Economic Tools To Boost Taiwan’s Global Standing}

Taiwan’s preeminence in the global semiconductor market has long been seen as a “silicon shield” to deter attack by China and underpin U.S. readiness to defend the island.\textsuperscript{17} China notably spared Taiwan’s semiconductor industry when Beijing imposed trade restrictions after U.S. Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi visited the island in August 2022.\textsuperscript{18} China and the United States—the world’s largest consumers of semiconductors—each consume about 25 percent of global supplies. Both depend on the most advanced logic chips (in nodes below 10 nanometers)—12 percent of which are made in Taiwan—for their cutting-edge electronic devices and weapon systems.\textsuperscript{19} Clearly other factors drive the calculus Beijing and Washington bring to bear on Taiwan—including cross-Strait unification as a legacy issue of President Xi and the Chinese Communist Party—but Taiwan’s critical role in the semiconductor supply chain suggests there are ways to build strategic advantage. Can Taiwan develop leading-edge capabilities in other advanced industries that could encourage trading partners to defend Taiwan to protect supply chains? Would Taipei consider “forward deploying” some of these capabilities to other countries to forge “technical alliances” that would encourage support for Taiwan in time of conflict? What economic policy changes might Taipei make to reduce the island’s reliance on China, currently its largest trading partner?\textsuperscript{20}

\textbf{Developing and Retaining Talent}

Taipei could take advantage of the public’s increasing sense of Taiwanese identity\textsuperscript{21} to encourage its high-tech workers abroad to return home to contribute to the island’s future. A U.S.-educated Taiwanese, for example, returned home and founded TSMC to jumpstart the island’s semiconductor industry. Providing incentives to companies to offer more competitive salaries and benefits might stem the drain of domestic technology workers. As of 2019, Beijing had poached nearly one-tenth of Taiwan’s semiconductor engineers and executives to develop China’s semiconductor industry.\textsuperscript{22} The United States, wary of its dependence on Taiwanese semiconductors, is seeking to up its domestic semiconductor production,\textsuperscript{23} which could drain more workers from Taiwan’s high-tech talent pool.\textsuperscript{24, 25} Taipei’s incentives could apply to
other emerging high-tech industries as well and could be used to encourage more international talent to immigrate to expand Taiwan’s labor pool, particularly through its New Southbound Policy to enhance cooperation with Southeast Asia, South Asia, and Australia.

**Long-term Efforts To Develop Specialized Comparative Advantage**

To ensure overseas partners are more invested in the island’s security, Taiwan could tap into its technically skilled workforce, reputation for research integrity, and government incentives to build specialized comparative advantage in industries beyond semiconductors. One initiative is the 5+2 Innovative Industries Plan—introduced by Taiwan President Tsai Ing-wen to develop innovative technologies to establish Taiwan as the “Asian Silicon Valley”—which could also deny overseas investment in, and tech transfer to, China’s industries.

- **Data privacy, cybersecurity, and intellectual property protection.** Taiwan’s strategic location and strong data and IP protection policies drew Microsoft and Google to the island, and Taipei could highlight its competitive advantage in data and IP protection to boost is allure as a regional data hub vis-à-vis China. International companies are increasingly leery of China’s legal ambiguities and its stiff cybersecurity and data regulations that compel companies to provide data access to the Chinese government. The European Commission has assessed that China’s inadequate IP protection and forced technology transfer pose “irreparable harm to European businesses,” and Beijing’s efforts to extend its legal framework to Hong Kong could lead to an exodus of tech firms located there, many of whom would probably find Taiwan an attractive alternative.

- **Artificial intelligence and the Internet of Things (IoT).** Decades of semiconductor development have created a tech-centered culture and infrastructure on Taiwan, along with the hardware needed to store large amounts of data—helping Taipei become a major global AI hub. Taipei has an action plan to turn the island into a global AI center and has launched an AI hub to further AI incorporation into business operations. Taiwan’s talent pool is ideal for AI and IoT development and has already drawn global tech companies to the island. Microsoft has been operating its Asia IoT program in Taiwan since 2016, and in 2019 selected Taiwan to develop the company’s global AI programs.

- **Biotechnology and precision medicine.** Over the longer term, Taipei is working to become a global biomedical R&D hub. Its efforts to promote biotechnology have ensured the sector’s steady growth in Taiwan since 2011. Taipei recently launched a Biomedical Industry Innovation Program and has helped create and integrate innovation clusters and research parks. The biotech industry, particularly precision medicine, is integrating big data and AI into healthcare processes, providing opportunities for Taipei to use its high-tech capabilities to expand the industry. Taiwan has established a niche in developing new cancer drugs. Further aligning its regulatory environment with those in other countries would allow the island to boost its comparative advantage.
Establishing “Technical Alliances”

Taiwan already is taking discreet steps within its semiconductor industry to mitigate concerns about supply chain reliability, given globalization worries that emerged during the pandemic and more recent disruptions in global commodities trade (e.g., wheat, neon, oil, gas) created by the Russia-Ukraine war and related sanctions. As part of Taipei’s effort to build goodwill with leading trade and security partners, TSMC is constructing new chip factories in the United States and Japan—and potentially Germany and Singapore as well.43

Beyond offshoring specific manufacturing capabilities, Taipei might broaden and deepen its collaboration abroad to include high-tech R&D partnerships that could forge “technical alliances” and strengthen political, and possibly security, ties, even as these bonds remain short of diplomatic recognition or military alliance. Taipei could build on the Science and Technology Innovation Centers (STICs)—established under its New Southbound Policy to strengthen ties to ASEAN countries—by developing S&T parks across a broader global landscape. Of particular promise are partnerships with Central and Eastern Europe—regions increasingly frustrated with China’s aggressive posture and unfilled economic promises under its Belt and Road Initiative.44 The STICs pair experts from Taiwanese academic institutions with Indo-Pacific counterparts to conduct research in fields ranging from AI to sustainable energy.45 S&T parks supported by Taipei and the host-country government could facilitate mutually beneficial business relationships between Taiwan’s techno-industrial giants and local innovators to improve Taipei’s economic competitive advantage vis-à-vis Beijing. These relationships might also foster political and security ties that lead host-country governments to exercise greater support for Taiwan during a cross-Strait conflict.

Reducing Economic Ties and Avoiding Boosting China’s Technology Growth

Expanding the geographical scope of Taipei’s New Southbound Policy would also help divert Taiwanese business investment from China and reduce Taiwan’s economic interdependence on China, which asymmetrically favors Beijing.46 Taiwan’s investment controls and incentives to move design and manufacturing capabilities from China back to Taiwan or to third countries have reduced Taiwanese foreign direct investment (FDI) in China from $14.4 billion to $5.9 billion between 2011 and 2021.47 The share of Taiwan’s FDI that goes to China has dropped from 80 percent in 2011 to 31 percent in 2021 (see Figure 1).48 The Russia-Ukraine war might also push Taipei to up its oversight of foreign acquisition made by the island’s industries and services. Since 2018, Taiwan’s Evergreen shipping company has bought 44 cargo vessels from the China State Shipbuilding Corporation (CSSC), which builds surface

Figure 1. Taiwan’s Decreasing FDI to China (2011-2021)

Source: Statista and author calculations
combatants for China’s Navy at the same facility—suggesting CSSC’s commercial revenue supports Beijing’s naval modernization. By shifting to other suppliers, Taiwan could reduce unintended subsidies to a threatening military force and strengthen trade relationships with prospective defenders.

**Implications of Taipei’s Expectations for the US and IC**

In addition to exploring new economic and technological means of building strategic advantage, Taiwan’s heightened concerns about U.S. and other countries’ readiness to come to the island’s defense appear to be propelling its efforts to join a range of multinational and bilateral economic accords that would bind Taiwan to global partners. Taipei will continue to press for membership in the U.S.-sponsored Indo-Pacific Economic Framework for Prosperity (IPEF), inaugurated in May. The island was not included—despite its request and the recommendation of the U.S.-Taiwan Business Council, plus 250 members of the U.S. Congress—reportedly to quell some members’ concerns about overtly antagonizing China. Taiwan has just established a Ministry of Digital Development to promote digital economic governance and infrastructure development, and its National Development Council has pledged to continue shifting Taiwanese firms’ high-tech production from China to Southeast Asia, North America, and Europe to bolster global supply chains—both key IPEF pillars.

Taiwan’s bid to join the Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP)—to lessen its economic dependence on China, integrate into the global economy, and mitigate its political and economic isolation—is complicated by China’s desire to also join. Australia’s parliamentary committee overseeing CPTPP’s expansion has endorsed Taiwan’s ascension—citing the island’s pandemic management and importance as a security and technology partner, while not endorsing China’s bid. In July 2022, Japan said it would help Taiwan join CPTPP, and Canada welcomed a legislative delegation to discuss the island’s membership. CPTPP allows entry to “any State or separate customs territory,” so Taiwan’s political status does not present legal membership challenges, although Singapore supports China’s entry, noting “political complications” with Taiwan’s.

Although being included in multinational groups such as IPEF and CPTPP could strengthen Taiwan’s economic, political, and possibly even defense ties, bilateral free trade agreements (FTAs) would better ensure that “binding” effect—with the added benefit of expanded market access. Taipei is pressing to secure FTAs with the United States, EU, UK, Japan, and India. Taipei has made it clear that it sees its talks this fall with Washington on the U.S.-Taiwan Initiative on 21st Century Trade—mirroring IPEF’s planned cooperation—as a “building block” to signing a U.S.-Taiwan FTA. Although the EU is not engaged in FTA talks with Taipei, the bloc is Taiwan’s largest foreign investor and upgraded its economic cooperation with Taiwan to facilitate Taiwanese investment in the EU semiconductor industry, despite earlier hesitation over China’s potential reaction. Beijing’s coercive efforts to disrupt European supply chains to punish Lithuania for opening a representative office in Taiwan, along with Taipei’s support of Western sanctions on Russia, has further strained EU views of China and led to the German
government to highlight in its coalition treaty, for the first time, the need to support the island’s membership in international organizations. Beijing’s criticisms of Western sanctions and continued diplomatic and economic support for Moscow during the Ukraine war have shown EU countries the similarities between the two authoritarian regimes, in contrast to Taiwan and other like-minded democracies.

Recognizing the United States’ global clout, Taipei will press Washington to urge the IPEF, CPTPP, EU, and individual nations to help integrate Taiwan into bilateral or broader economic partnerships. Allies are likely to take their cue from U.S. efforts to remain resolute against a possible “new normal” of Chinese coercive behavior and military intimidation. Beijing’s actions, however, are leading some foreign businesses to question their presence on Taiwan—especially after seeing assets in Russia seized after Russia invaded Ukraine. Although not advocating Washington compel U.S. firms to keep their investments in Taiwan, the head of the U.S.-Taiwan Business Council supports a U.S.-Taiwan FTA as a “framework and template” other countries could model to insulate Taiwan’s economy. Taiwan’s chief trade negotiator is urging that China’s “its harm to the global economic and trade order” included in U.S.-Taiwan Initiative on 21st Century Trade talks this fall.

With the China-watcher community divided on Beijing’s unification timeline, U.S. policymakers and legislators will look to the IC to assess the urgency and effectiveness of Taiwan’s economic efforts. The draft Taiwan Policy Act (TPA) before Congress, for example, calls on “federal agencies to brief Congress on all available economic, diplomatic, and other strategic measures to deter the use of force … and progress on all coordination efforts.” Draft TPA provisions authorizing details for U.S. Federal agencies in Taiwanese Government or other relevant organizations and prohibiting restrictions on Federal agencies from interacting with Taiwanese counterparts, and interim NSC guidance advocating support for Taiwan, suggest a bipartisan appetite for deeper intelligence sharing between Washington and Taipei.
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Appendix 1: International Public Support for Sanctions if China Invades Taiwan

Majorities in just 11 of 53 countries surveyed by Latana for the Democracy Perception Index Report 2022 expressed support for breaking economic ties to China if Beijing invaded Taiwan.* Four of these 11 are members of the Quad—an informal partnership of Australia, India, Japan, and the United States committed to supporting Indo-Pacific security. Russia, which issued a joint statement with China touting their “no limits” friendship just weeks before the Russian invasion of Ukraine, ranks at the bottom of this survey, with less than 10 percent endorsing sanctions against China in this scenario. Of note, only about 35 percent of Ukrainians polled supported severing economic ties to China (see Figure 3).

Figure 2. Countries Supporting Ending Economic Ties with China if it Invades Taiwan

* This was a survey of 52,785 respondents from 53 countries conducted between March 30-May 10, 2022. Participants in China, Taiwan, and Hong Kong were excluded from the question, “If China started a military invasion of Taiwan, do you think your country should cut economic ties with China?”
Figure 3. Percentage of respondents who answered “Yes” to the question, ‘If China started a military invasion of Taiwan, do you think your country should cut economic ties with China?’ (Survey of 52,785 respondents from 53 countries conducted between March 30 – May 10, 2022)
Appendix 2: Taiwanese Confidence in U.S. Defense and Willingness To Fight

In addition to the surveys taken by Taiwan’s National Chengchi University, a series of polling data collected by the Taiwanese Public Opinion Foundation showed an even greater drop in Taiwanese confidence that the United States would come to the island’s defense, dipping from 65 percent in October 2021 to 34 percent around Russia’s invasion of Ukraine in February 2022. The data also show, however, that confidence has slowly increased again as of May and June 2022, inching back up to about 40 percent (see Figures 4 and 5).70

Figure 4. If the CCP invades Taiwan by force, do you believe the United States will send troops to defend Taiwan? (September 2020 – May 2022)

National Chengchi University’s March 2022 survey also showed that the Taiwanese public’s willingness to fight against Chinese attack correlates to the public’s confidence in Taiwan’s own military preparedness rather than to U.S. intervention. Among survey respondents who expressed confidence in Taiwan’s self-defense capabilities, 90 percent were willing to fight against China, even if U.S. troops did not come to Taiwan’s defense, with those willing to fight rising to 95 percent if U.S. troops joined the combat. In contrast, among those who lacked confidence in Taiwan’s military proficiency, only 60 to 65 percent of respondents (again differentiated by the perceived likelihood of U.S. defense) pledged to fight.71

Figure 5. U.S. President Biden said he would use U.S. military force to defend Taiwan if it were invaded by China. Do you think his promise is credible? (June 2022, n=1,079)

Source: Taiwanese Public Opinion Foundation, June 2022 National Poll Summary Report
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